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Abstract
In the context of instanton method for stochastic system this paper purposes a modication of the
arclength parametrization of the Hamilton’s equations allowing for an arbitrary instanton speed. The main
results of the paper are: (i) it generalizes the parametrized Hamilton’s equations to any speed required.
(ii) corrects the parametric action on the occasion that the Hamiltonian is small but nite and how it
adjusts to the probability density function (pdf). (iii) Improves instanton approximation to pdf by noise and
propagator renormalization. As an application of the above set up we predict the statistics of passive scalar
gradients in a Lagrangian model for turbulence, namely the scalar gradient Recent Fluid Deformation
Closure (sgRFD).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Turbulence is one the areas where observables such as velocity gradients and dissipation dis-
play huge uctuations. The strong bursts in energy dissipation that take place at small scales, in
turn, are responsible for the intermittency phenomenon, a long standing problem - breakdown
of the Kolmogorov K41 theory. In face of that, instantons, known as the most probable path
leading to a severe uctuation, can be a valuable tool capable of scrutinizing large events lying
at small scales of turbulent ows shedding some light in our understanding of intermittency. For
instance, applications of instanton approach in turbulence-like phenomena appears in [1–3]. See
also [4] and references therein for a numerical review in uid dynamics.
In a broader context, the instanton approach is regarded as embedded in the framework of
large deviation theory [5], in which numerical or analytical evaluation of large uctuation paths
is a central question. When designing an ecient method to nd such uctuations one comes
up against a problem resulting from how rare these trajectories arise. This fact turns prohibitive
direct sampling and the need for alternative approaches comes in handy as those based on adap-
tive sampling or cloning trajectories. Some recent applications along these lines can be found
in Refs. [6–8]. Another line of attack relies on action minimization by the so called minimum
action method, where instantons play the role of minimizers [9–13]. With respect to the action
minimization, one important issue is that instanton speed approaches zero close to attractors and
increases nearly exponentially as it departs from the attractors making duration of such trajec-
tories innite. To circumvent this Ref. [14] purposes a set of arclength parametrized Hamilton’s
equations built on the reformulated geometric action [13], such that the instanton is endowed
with a constant speed along the trajectory.
In this paper we generalize the geometric oriented parametrization of [14] to account for
arbitrary instanton speed. We also show how the parametric Hamilton’s equations are derived
from the Jacobi’s/Mauperthuis’ principle [15]. This Jacobi/Mauperthuis action is equivalent to
the geometric action of [12–14]. In spite of both variational problems (Hamilton’s principle and
Jacobi’s/Mauperthuis principle) lead to the same minimizer they may dier when the energy
(Hamiltonian) does not vanish. This dierence between the actions should be taken into account
when estimating the transition probability density functions (pdfs). To illustrate, these ideas are
apllied to the Lagrangian model for passive scalar gradients studied in [16, 17]. We work out the
statistics of the model as predicted by the instanton at dierent levels of approximation for small
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noise. A further improvement to the pdfs is obtained paying regard to instanton uctuations
by means of renormalization perturbation theory following [18, 19]. The predicted statistics is
compared with the statistics computed from solutions of stochastic equations.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II derives the parametric Hamil-
ton’s equations along with the corresponding parametrized action. In section III the developed
parametric equations are applied to a model describing the dynamics of a Lagrangian passive
scalar gradient in order to obtain the pdf. In addition to that, noise and propagator renormal-
ization is performed to account for uctuations around the optimal path. Finally, section IV is
reserved for summary and perspectives.
II. PARAMETRIC HAMILTON’S EQUATIONS
In this section we show how Hamilton’s equations can be reparametrized in such manner
that the instanton speed may be chosen arbitrarily. This is worked out by adapting the varia-
tional problem to restrict the search for paths with constant energy (Hamiltonian). The rationale
consists in mapping the time evolution in a parametric representation of motion, eliminating
the time dependence following closely reference [15]. To start with, consider a vector x ∈ Rn
obeying the stochastic dierential equation,
x˙ = b(x) + ση , (1)
where η is a gaussian distributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation equals
to unity, and dot represents dierentiation w.r.t. time t. We denote D = σσT as the diusion
matrix, assumed to be invertible, and b(x) the drift term. In the path integral representation the
action associated with the stochastic dierential equation above is written as
A =
∫ t2
t1
dt L(x, x˙), (2)
with the Lagrangian,
L(x, x˙) =
1
2
〈
(x˙− b) , D−1(x˙− b)〉 , (3)
where 〈x, y〉 denotes the scalar product between vectors x and y. Note that the noise correla-
tor D induces a metric such that |x˙|2D ≡ 〈x,D−1x〉 so that the Lagrangian can be written as
L = |x˙− b|2D/2. As one is mostly interested in the stationary distribution of (1), the time interval
t2−t1 should be taken to innite. As pointed out in references [13, 14], this leads to computational
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issues, since any discretization needs a nite time interval. Hamilton’s equations calculated with
the usual time parametrization eventually yields inaccurate instanton solutions. For instance, in
the study of the stochastic Burgers equation, instantons could not be computed without a suit-
able time parametrization [3, 4, 14]. Another reason to consider an alternative parametrization
is based on the fact that numerical evaluation performed with regular time spends much compu-
tation near the attractors, where instanton speed is quite slow, hence a more uniform instanton
velocity turns the computation more ecient.
Consider a Lagrangian that does not depend explicitly on time and let us treat time as a de-
pendent variable. This way, x and t will be regarded as functions of some parameter s leading to
a system of n+ 1 d.o.f.. The action take the form
A =
∫ s2
s1
ds L
(
x,
x′
t′
)
t′ , (4)
where the prime denotes dierentiation w.r.t. the independent variable s. Since t now belongs
to the set of dependent variables, its conjugated momenta can be dened ordinarily as
pt =
∂(Lt′)
∂t′
= L− 〈p, x˙〉 = −H . (5)
That is, the conjugated momentum corresponds to the negative of the Hamiltonian. The new
Lagrangian in Eqn. (4) L(x, x′
t′ ) t
′ does not depend explicitly on t from which it follows that the
momentum associated with time is constant, pt = const. = −H = −E (surrogate for Noether’s
theorem). We can make use of this constraint to eliminate t′ from the variational problem [15] ,
rst writing the reduced action A¯ obtained by subtracting ptt′ from the action [20]
A¯ =
∫ s2
s1
ds (Lt′ − ptt′) =
∫ s2
s1
ds 〈p, x′〉 . (6)
In this form, the variational problem performed on A¯ is understood as a minimization subject to
the constraint H = const. = E. To complete t′ elimination we can make use of conservation of
the Hamiltonian writing,
H =E =
1
2
〈p,Dp〉+ 〈p, b〉 (7)
E =
1
2
〈(p+D−1b), D(p+D−1b)〉 − 1
2
〈b,D−1b〉 (8)
=〈x˙, D−1x˙〉 − 1
2
〈b,D−1b〉 ⇒ |x˙|2D = 2E + |b|2D , (9)
where square completion was performed from (7) to (8) and the relation p = D−1(x˙ − b) to go
from (8) to (9). On account of the metric induced by the diusion matrix D−1 one can dene
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the line element dl by the relation dl2 = 〈dx,D−1dx〉. As a result, the last of Eqns. (9) has a
clear interpretation. The point x(t) moves along a trajectory (instanton) with a speed (dl/dt) =√
(2E + |b|2D), whereas in terms of the parameter s one can write, in turn,(
dl
dt
)2
= (2E + |b|2D)⇒
(
dl
ds
)2
= (t′)2(2E + |b|2D) , (10)
which gives the rate of change of the local arclength with respect to the parameter s. Hence,
choosing the parametrization accordingly allows us to dictate the velocity at which the point x(s)
runs the phase space. After substituting (10) in (6) together with the denition of the momentum
we arrive at
A¯ =
∫ s2
s1
ds
(
dl
ds
√
2E + |b|2D − 〈x′, D−1b〉
)
. (11)
Minimizing the functional (11) in place of (2) is known as the Jacobi’s/Mauperthuis’ principle.
An alternative variational problem which searches curves in conguration space constrained
to constant Hamiltonian [21]. By contrast, the variational problem concerning the action A
(Hamilton’s principle) does not search for paths obeying this constraint H = E. Though, at end
of the process, the minimizer of A has constant Hamiltonian so that both minimizers agree.
Since time does not gure in A¯ the information about how the system evolves in time is lost.
The instanton now is a path resting on conguration space, even though the time information
can be retrieved after (10).
We underscore that by setting E = 0 and choosing the parametrization such that the speed
is constant, i.e., dl/ds = |x′|D = const. we recover the geometric action obtained in [13] and
[14]. Hence the action (11) generalizes the aforementioned result allowing for any instanton
speed by simply dening dl/ds accordingly. A straightforward calculation shows the Hamilton’s
equations obtained from the parametric action (11) take the form,
x′(s) =
dl
ds
b+Dp√
2E + |b|2D
(12)
p′(s) = − dl
ds
∇b p√
2E + |b|2D
, (13)
subject to suitable boundary conditions, where the operator ∇ stands for dierentiation with
respect to the vector x, such that (∇b)ij = ∂ibj = ∂bj/∂xi. The parametrization can be chosen
freely by determining the speed at which x(s) goes through the curve. Again, as long as dl/ds is
set to a constant and E set to zero (12) and (13) match the arclength Hamilton’s Eqns. proposed
in Ref. [14].
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However, we underline thatA and A¯ in general dier even though their minimizers coincide.
From (6) and (5) we have
A¯ =
∫ s2
s1
ds t′(L+H) = A+
∫ t2
t1
dtH = A+ E(t2 − t1) , (14)
where hamiltonian conservation was used. It is clear that A¯ andA agree only when E vanishes,
and indeed, this is required if one is interested in innite long trajectories (t2−t1 →∞). Though,
during calculation of Hamilton’s equations (12) and (13) numerically, the limit E = 0 is delicate
when transition envolves the critical point where b vanishes. To prevent singularities it is suitable
to consider a small but nite E. Consequently, when estimating the transition probability this
dierence should be regarded since the pdf in the instanton approximation is given by ρ ≈
exp(−Amin) = exp(−A¯min +E∆t), whereAmin and A¯min are the actions taken on the instanton
trajectory. The point is, we can use the Jacobi’s/Mauperthuis’ principle taking advantage of
geometric properties of A¯, whose minimization leads to (12) and (13). But, as we shall show in
an example, evaluating ρ using A yields a better estimation of pdf compared to the estimation
with A¯. Therefore, we are led to calculate the correction term E∆t in Eqn.(14). A simple way to
accomplish this is to use (10) combined with (14) yielding
A = A¯ −
∫ s2
s1
ds t′E ⇒ A = A¯ −
∫ s2
s1
ds |x
′|D E√
(2E + |b|2D)
. (15)
Finally, after (11) we may write the action as
A =
∫ s2
s1
ds
[
(E + |b|2D)√
(2E + |b|2D)
|x′|D − 〈x′, D−1b〉
]
, (16)
which turns out to be the original action put into a parametric form. An alternative way to arrive
at Eqn. (16) consists in the following. Departing from (11) we implement energy conservation
E = (|x′|2D/(t′)2 − |b|2D)/2 as a constraint with the help of a Lagrange multiplier and further
solving for t′ to obtain (16). In such manner the two variational problems are reconciled. Note that
the parametric action (16) is the same as the original time parametrized action (2), yet rewritten in
a time independent geometric form. Therefore, (16) allows us to take advantage of the geometric
parametrization, which in turn allows for a control of instanton speed, and at the same time
correcting nite energy E and nite time duration eects.
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III. APPLICATION:THELAGRANGIANRECENTFLUIDDEFORMATIONFORPASSIVE SCALAR
GRADIENT
As an application of the formalism outlined above let us consider a model developed for uc-
tuations of the gradient of passive contaminant in Lagrangian turbulence [16]. Our goal is to
evaluate the stationary pdf as predicted by the instanton approximation taking into account small
instanton uctuations.
A. Model equations
Some Lagrangian closures have been conceived as a way to model the small scales of turbu-
lence. Most of them rely on the Restricted Euler closure which neglects viscosity and suers
from nite time singularity. Among the models proposed to regularize this singularity there is
the Recent Fluid Deformation (RFD), which fall back on assumptions that the Cauchy-Green de-
formation tensor has a short time memory [22]. As an extension to the this model Refs. [16] and
[17] have considered the dynamics of the gradient of a passive scalar θ within the framework of
the RFD, given by the following SDE
θ˙i = −Aik θk − Tr(C
−1)
3Tθ
θi + gθfi , (17)
which we call scalar gradient Recent Fluid Deformation (sgRFD) closure, where θi is understood
as a shorthand for the gradient of the passive scalar, θi = ∂iθ, and the dot denotes material
time derivative d/dt. Latin indices run from 1 to 3. The passive admixture gradient is coupled
to the dynamics of the velocity gradient A whose components are Aij = ∂iuj , and ui is the
velocity of the Lagrangian particle along direction i. The rst term of the r.h.s. of (17) stems from
the advective transport and second term models diusion by approximating the Cauchy-Green
tensor C as C−1 = exp[−τA] exp[−τAT] with τ the Kolmogorov time scale. The gradient scalar
dynamics is supplemented with a white noise force fi such that correlations read E[fi(t)fj(t′)] =
δij δ(t− t′) and gθ is the noise amplitude. The parameter Tθ is a time scale related to Lagrangian
diusion time ≈ λ2/κ, being κ the diusive constant and λ the Taylor microscale.
The sgRFD equation (17) depends on the evolution of the velocity gradient Aij which within
the RFD [22] closure reads,
A˙ = −A2 + C
−1Tr(A2)
Tr(C−1) −
Tr(C−1)
3T
A+ gF . (18)
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The rst term on the right hand side is exact and relate to self-stretching, the second one models
the non-local interactions stemming from the pressure gradient and the third term is a tanta-
mount to the viscous dissipation, where T denotes a time scale of order λ2/ν with ν the kine-
matic viscosity. Added to the deterministic part of the dynamics there is a zero average white
noise tensor F with amplitude g whose correlation function is prescribed by
E [Fij(t)Fkl(t′)] = Gijklδ(t− t′) , (19)
with
Gijkl = 2δikδjl − 1
2
δilδjk − 1
2
δijδkl . (20)
In the remainder of the paper we set T to unity, Tθ = 0.5, τ = 0.1 and gθ = 1. This choice of
parameters corresponds to ows with Schmidt number close to unity [16] and modest Reynolds
number around 10. Another reason is practical one since as pointed out in [16], also conrmed
by our simulations, higher values of Tθ (closer to or higher than unity) may lead to uncontrolled
instabilities during stochastic integrations as had been tested using both stochastic recipes [23]
and [24].
B. Path integral
Consider that at t = −∞ the passive scalar gradient vanishes and as a result of uctuations
due to external forcing and coupling to velocity gradient, the component θ1 (without loss of
generality since the model is isotropic) takes on a value k at time t = 0. The probability of such
transition can be written with the help of the Martin-Siggia-Rose/Janssen/de Dominicis path
integral [25–27] like,
ρ(k) =
∫
{Σ}
D[P]D[A]D[Π]D[θ] exp
{
−A[P,A,Π, θ]
}
, (21)
subject to the set of boundary conditions Σ,
Σ = {A(−∞) = 0 , θj(−∞) = 0 , j = 1, . . . , 3 and θ1(0) = k} . (22)
In (21) the action functional reads
A[P,A,Π, θ] =
∫ 0
−∞
dt
[
Tr
(
PT(A˙− V[A])
)
− g
2
2
PijGijklPkl + Πj(θ˙j −Mj[θ,A])− g
2
θ
2
ΠiΠi
]
,
(23)
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where
Mi[θ,A] = −Aij θj − Tr(C
−1)
3Tθ
θi , (24)
and
V[A] = −A2 + C
−1Tr(A2)
Tr(C−1) −
Tr(C−1)
3T
A , (25)
stand for the deterministic part of (17) and (18), respectively, and P and Π are the auxiliary
variables assigned to A and θi.
We aim at evaluating the most probable trajectory related to the transition Σ. Computation
of the referred trajectory can be achieved via minimization of the action functional (23). The
knowledge of this optimal path allows us to estimate the transition pdf according to the saddle
point approximation as ρ(k) ≈ exp(−min{A,θ,P,Π}[A]) subject to the conditions Σ (22).
Before presenting the results we calculate how uctuations around instanton path contribute
to the pdf’s according to renormalization techniques in next subsection.
C. Infrared noise renormalization
The most probable path is the major contribution to the transition probability (21) and in the
limit of small noise amplitude it is sucient to describe the statistics. However, for nite noise
amplitude it is necessary to consider uctuations around instanton trajectory. These uctuations
may be accounted for by the renormalization procedure [28], [29]. To this end, we calculate noise
renormalization following closely the rationale presented in reference [18] and propagator renor-
malization according to reference [19], which also provides a detailed analysis of perturbation
techniques applied to the RFD including an estimation of Feynman diagrams at higher orders.
We start by rewriting the action in the original time parametrization (23) in a way that bilinear
terms in Π, P, A and θi are written explicity, after expanding Tr (C−1) in (25) and (24) up to order
O(τ 2),
A =
∫ 0
−∞
dt
[
Πk(θ˙k + θk/Tθ) + ΠiNijθj − g
2
θ
2
ΠiΠi+
+Tr
(
PT(A˙+ A/T )
)
− g
2
2
PijGijklPkl − Tr
(
PTU
)]
, (26)
where Nij represents the coupling between the dynamics of θ and A, namely
Nij(A) = Aij − 2τ
3Tθ
TrA δij +
τ 2
3Tθ
Tr
(
A2 + ATA
)
δij , (27)
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and U(A) contains non linear terms in A present in V(A), that is,
U(A) = V(A) + A/T . (28)
One can dene the free action and quadratic actions by
A0 =
∫
dt
[
Pij(t)(D
−1
ijkl ∗ Akl)(t) + Πi(t)(R−1ij ∗ θj)(t)
]
, (29)
Aquad = A0 −
∫
dt
[
g2θ
2
ΠiΠi +
g2
2
PijGijklPkl
]
. (30)
where ∗ stands for the convolution and we have the operators [30],
D−1ijkl(t− t′) = δikδjl δ(t− t′)(∂t′ + 1/T ) and R−1ij (t− t′) = δijδ(t− t′)(∂t′ + 1/Tθ) . (31)
Now, (26) can be written as A = Aquad +AI , with the interaction term,
AI [P,A,Π, θ] =
∫ 0
−∞
dt
[
ΠiNij(A)θj − Tr
(
PTU(A)
)]
. (32)
Expectation values w.r.t the free action A0 are calculated with the expression
E0[. . . ] =
∫
D[P]D[A]D[Π]D[θ] [. . . ] exp
{
−A0
}
. (33)
The so-called free two point functions can be shown to be given by [19],
E0[Aij(t)Pkl(t′)] = Dijkl(t− t′) , E0[θi(t)Πj(t′)] = Rij(t− t′).
Dijkl(t− t′) = He(t− t′) δikδjl e−
(t−t′)
T and Rij(t− t′) = δij He(t− t′) e−
(t−t′)
Tθ , (34)
where He(t) is the Heaviside function with He(0) = 0 (consistent with Itô convention). These
two point correlation functions are the bulding blocks for the perturbative expansion. As a fur-
ther step we split the dynamical variables into a sum of fast and slow modes, in accordance with
standard techniques (see for instance [28, 29]),
A = A+ + A−, θ = θ+ + θ− (35)
P = P+ + P−, Π = Π+ + Π− , (36)
whereA+ (A−) and conversely θ+i (θ−i ), denotes the sum over modes ω above (below) the thresh-
old ωc such that,
A+ =
∫
{|ω|>ωc}
dω ei ω tAˆ(ω)/2pi , A− =
∫
{|ω|<ωc}
dω ei ω tAˆ(ω)/2pi , (37)
θ+i =
∫
{|ω|>ωc}
dω ei ω tθˆi(ω)/2pi , θ−i =
∫
{|ω|<ωc}
dω ei ω tθˆi(ω)/2pi , (38)
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FIG. 1. One-loop Feynman diagrams accounting for: Top: noise renormalization. Bottom: Propagator
renormalization. Black lled circles correspond to the vertices. Likewise the crosses (+) inside gray lled
circles amount to noise terms. Arrows indicate the wave number direction. Each solid line represents the
two point functions Rij or Dijkl (34).
where Aˆ(ω) and θˆi(ω) are the Fourier transform of A(t) and θi(t), respectively. The next step
consists of eliminating the fast variables in favor of the slow ones by summing these fast modes.
This allows one to dene the eective action [18, 28]
exp
{
−Ae[P,A,Π, θ]
}
= e−A[P
−,A−,Π−,θ−]
∫
D[P+]D[A+]D[Π+]D[θ+] exp
{
−A+ −∆A
}
= exp
{
−A[P−,A−,Π−, θ−]
}
E
[
e−∆A
]
. (39)
In equation (39) A+ represents (26) evaluated with fast variables, and
∆A =
∫ 0
−∞
dt
{
(Π+i θ
−
j + Π
−
i θ
+
j )(Nij(A+) +Nij(A−)) + Π
+
i Nij(A−)θ
+
j +
+ Π−i Nij(A+)θ
−
j − Tr
[
(P+)T(U(A−) + ∆U)
]− Tr [(P−)T(U(A+) + ∆U)]} . (40)
which mixes fast and slow variables through the coupling terms and,
∆U = U(A+ + A−)− U(A+)− U(A−) . (41)
Among the many terms that contribute to the eective action (39) we will keep those which yield
the lowest order contribution in powers of g (one loop) as depicted in the Feynman diagrams Fig.
(1). Note in passing that crossed terms which could arise from the nonlinear terms in (27) does
not contribute to the one loop perturbation, so they are not written in (40).
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Noise renormalization stems from the term Fig. (1) top,
1
2
Π−i Π
−
j E[Nik(A+)θ
+
k Njl(A
+)θ+l ] , (42)
whereas propagator renormalization, Fig. (1) bottom, derives from the term,
E[Π−i Nij(A+)θjΠ
+
kNkl(A
+)θ−l ] . (43)
Straightforward computation yields
{g2θ}ren = g2θ
(
1 +
5
2
g2
(TTθ)
2
T + Tθ
)
. (44)
Recall that in the following the parameters are set to T = 1 and Tθ = 0.5. Similar evaluation
results in vanishing contribution for propagator renormalization, that is, Eqn. (43) results in zero.
Tensor contractions were computed with the help of [31].
D. Numerical implementation
Action minimization can be speed up by decreasing the number of degrees of freedom if we
exploit how symmetries come into play in (23), in particular rotation symmetry. First, note that
the variational problem consists of minimizing the action between initial point (A = 0, θ = 0)
and nal point θ1 = k (k 6= 0), with all other components of θi and of A unconstrained at the
endpoint. Naturally, if no imposition is made at the endpoint, the minimization would be fullled
byA(t) = 0 and θi(t) = 0 along the entire trajectory leading also to a vanishing action. However,
the nal condition on θ prevents θ1(t) from vanishing. Since the velocity gradient drives the
uctuation of the passive scalar it is reasonable that a non zero value of A is necessary to yield
θ1(0) = k from θ1(−∞) = 0. On the other hand, the nal condition could be alternatively taken
into account as an additional term in the action written in the form
∫
dtδ(t)(θ1(t) − k). The
presence of this term breaks the rotation symmetry except for rotation along the x1 direction.
Invariance under rotation along x1 axis implies that the velocity gradient should be diagonal
with A22 = A33. One more consideration is the incompressibility condition which results in the
following form acquired by the instanton velocity gradient A = diag(a(t),−a(t)/2,−a(t)/2).
Therefore, the number of d.o.f. left is reduced to two, ϑ ≡ θ1 and a ≡ A11, in place of the
8 independent velocity gradient variables plus 3 passive scalar gradient, markedly lowering the
computational eort. This assertion can be conrmed a posteriori performing the minimization
12
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1
2
s
(a)
−3 −1.5 0 1.5 3−12
−8
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0
∂1θ = k
(b)
FIG. 2. (a) Numerical instanton as solution of the parametric Hamilton’s equations (12)-(13). Blue stands
for θ1(s) and red stands for A11(s). Lighter to darker correspond to θ1(0) (scalar gradient nal value)
equals to 0.85, 1.31 and 2.03, respectively. As can be seen in all three cases the velocity gradient A11 is
negative corresponding to a compressional direction. Parameters: g = 0.5 and E = 0.3. (b) log of scalar
gradient pdf derived from SDE’s (17) and (18). Each cut is assigned to a solution in (a). The variance and
kurtosis are 0.27 and 3.17, respectively.
with the full set of variables. This computational cost saving with the use of symmetries have
been presented in [32] in the context of RFD closure.
With the preceding considerations we are led to minimize the low dimensional action
ALD =
∫ 0
−∞
dt
[
p (a˙− b1(a))− g
2
2
p2 + Π
(
ϑ˙− b2(ϑ, a)
)
− g
2
θ
2
Π2
]
, (45)
with a and ϑ corresponding to A11 and θ1 = ∂1θ from the original action (23), respectively and
b1(a) = −a2 + 3
2
a2
e−2τa
e−2τa + 2eτa
− a
3
(e−2τa + 2eτa) , (46)
b2(ϑ, a) = −ϑa− (e−2τa + 2eτa) ϑ
3Tθ
, (47)
as the low dimension version of V (25) and M (24). In face of (16) we can suitably dene
x =
 a
ϑ
 , D =
g2 0
0 g2θ
 , b =
 b1
b2
 , (48)
to rewrite (45), after elimination of p and Π, as
ALD =
∫ 0
−∞
dt 1
2
|x˙− b|2D , (49)
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such that parametric Hamilton’s equations (12), (13) subject to set of conditions (22) can readily
be applied to nd the minimizer of (49). To solve them we adapt the routine prescribed in [14],
which in turn is a variation of the iterative Chernykh-Stepanov method [3], as follows.
1. Choose a function f(s) which will dictate instanton speed as dl
ds
= qf(s). q is a constant
to be adjusted in step 4.
2. Propagate backwards in parameter s equation (13) for p(s) with a chosen nal condition
p(1) for a given approximation of x(s) and q.
3. Propagate forwards in parameter s equation (12) for x(s) with the previously computed
p(s) and q.
4. Compute the arclength L =
∫ s2
s1
ds |x′(s)|D from step 3. Adjust instanton speed by setting
the constant to q = L∫ s2
s1
dsf(s)
.
5. Repeat steps from (2) to (4) until convergence is fullled.
During iterative steps, the Hamiltonian converges to the chosen value E. Likewise, q con-
verges towards a xpoint. We recall that a non vanishingE prevents the solution to blow up. Fig-
ure (2a) displays three instantons evaluated according to the prescription above for g = 0.5, gθ =
1.0 and E = 0.3. Blue circles corresponds to scalar gradient ϑ while red squares represents the
longitudinal velocity gradient a. s is taken in the interval [0, 1] divided inN = 120 steps with in-
tegration performed by Heun method. Given the relative deviation δ = |ϑ(1)−ϑprev(1)|/ϑprev(1),
where ϑprev denotes the previous iteration, we adopted δ < 0.5×10−5 as criteria for convergence.
Fig.(2b) exhibits the log of numerical pdf derived from SDEs (17) and (18) and the log of the pdf
predicted according to each instanton in the left Fig.(2a). More specically, open blue symbols
are the values of the negative action on each of instanton trajectory (16) depicted in Fig. (2a).
In the course of iterations, |x′(s)|D approaches the input speed dl/ds = qf(s). Two instances
of instanton speed as a function of s is shown in Fig. (3), more specically, a comparison between
numerical |x′(s)|D after convergence (dashed), and input dl/ds (solid line). Fig. (3a) plots dl/ds =
1.04 [1.1− exp(−8s)] while (3b) plots dl/ds = 0.10/(0.02 + s2).
Dierent instanton prediction for logarithm scalar gradient pdfs are shown in Figure (4),
according to: ln(ρ(k)) = −A, parametric action Eqn. (16) (squares); ln(ρ(k)) = −A¯, Ja-
cobi/Mauperthuis action Eqn. (11) (lled circles); ln(ρ(k)) = −Ae, eective parametric action
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FIG. 3. Plot of dl/ds = qf(s) used as input (solid line) compared with numerical instanton speed |x′|D
after convergence (dashed) as functions of parameter s. Both evaluated for same parameters of Fig. (2).
(a) dl/ds = 1.04 [1.1 − exp(−8s)]. (b) dl/ds = 0.10/(0.02 + s2). Agreement between the curves is
established only after convergence is reached.
Eqn. (39) supplemented with renormalized parameters (44) [19] (open circles). The logarithm of
pdfs calculated from the numerical solution of the SDE’s (17) and (18) (gray dots) are also exhib-
ited for values of velocity gradient noise g = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6. The SDE’s have been integrated
with the help of a prediction-corrector algorithm [24] with step dt = 0.01 and nal time 2× 105.
It should be noted that concerning the instanton algorithm above, for noise amplitude g = 0.5
and higher, the iterations become very unstable, failing to provide a nite result. In order to x
this we have adjusted the value of the arclength in step 4 above, decreasing the actual arclength
value. For instance, for θ(1) > 1.6, g = 0.6 and E0 = 0.4, the arclength L should be lowered
down to 40%. This causes a distortion in the form of instanton speed compared to the input
speed. At the same time this seems to avoid instanton speed to grow indenitely, stabilizing the
iterations. More investigation on this issue is needed but will be postponed to another research.
It is clear that the method presented here, i.e., the parametric Hamilton’s equations supple-
mented with noise renormalization outperforms the other approaches as can be seen by com-
paring the pdf’s with the empirical/numerical ones Fig (4). Albeit that at the cores the instanton
pdfs are almost indistinguishable at the tails the instanton prediction with parametric action
and renormalization correction taken together shows a better agreement. It can be seen that
for g = 0.3 the pdfs are almost gaussian Fig. 4a. The kurtosis, though increases with g. Our
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FIG. 4. Log of the histogram of gradient of scalar k obtained from numerical solution of SDE’s (17) and
(18) (gray dots) compared to instanton predictions: ln(ρ(k)) = −A, parametric action Eqn. (16) (squares);
ln(ρ(k)) = −A¯, Jacobi/Mauperthuis action Eqn. (11) (lled circles); ln(ρ(k)) = −Ae, renormalized
parametric action, Eqn. (39) with corrected parameters (44) [19] (open circles), for gθ = 1.0, Tθ = 0.5,
T = 1.0 and (a) g = 0.3, variance = 0.35, kurtosis = 3.02; (b) g = 0.4, variance = 0.26, kurtosis = 3.07;
(c) g = 0.5, variance = 0.27, kurtosis = 3.17; (d) g = 0.6, variance = 0.29, kurtosis = 3.40;
instanton prediction fails to obtain the correct long tail behaviour for g higher than 0.5. It is ev-
ident that instanton approximation is not enough, and uctuations must be taken into account.
We carried out instanton uctuation by means of noise and propagator renormalization which
improves but still could not predict accurately intermittency eects as depicted in Figs. 4c and
16
4d.
Some interpretation can be drawn from our results concerning geometric features of passive
scalar gradient and velocity gradients in the model. We have seen that the instanton velocity
gradient conguration assigned to the major contribution to the evolution of scalar gradient
is diagonal. It follows that the most probable scalar gradient uctuation develops as a result
of an underlying strain velocity eld conguration. For instance, picture a uid blob with some
contaminant attached to be followed by the Lagrangian coordinates. The above reasoning means
that it is more likely that the contaminant will be packed (as a result of intensication of scalar
gradient) due to strain than due to local uid rotation. Moreover, our results point out that the
velocity gradient is negative along the direction of the instanton scalar gradient (Fig. 2a). That
is, the most probable scalar gradient uctuation points at the same direction of a compressional
direction of the strain rate tensor. This nding is in line with the preferential alignment of the
scalar gradient with the compressional axis of strain reported in [16, 33].
IV. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
Regarding instanton computation we have shown how to adapt the geometric arclength
parametrization [14] with constant instanton speed to account for an arbitrary intanton speed.
The set of parametric Hamilton’s equations is derived exploring the geometrical aspects of the
dynamical equations invoking the Jacobi’s/Mauperthuis action principle, which amounts to a
variational problem searching for paths with constant Hamiltonian (energy - by abuse of nota-
tion). While the Jacobi/Mauperthuis functional agrees with the Hamilton action for vanishing
energy, they numerically dier for nite energy case. From the pratical standpoint it is often
necessary to set E 6= 0 in order to prevent singularities in parametric Hamilton’s equation. As
a result, a correction accounting for nite energy and time duration of trajectory have to be
considered as we have shown.
We applied this framework to a model for Lagrangian scalar gradient dynamics, namely, the
sgRFD [16] in order to predict stationary pdfs and compared with pdfs derived from numer-
ical SDE’s model. With respect to the pdfs, the nite energy correction as predicted by Ja-
cobi/Mauperthuis action performs slightly better compared to Hamilton action. The latter under-
estimates the pdf. Along with that is has been shown that the parametric action yields improved
results for the pdfs compared with other approximations when instanton uctuations are consid-
17
ered. These uctuations have been carried out by renormalization procedure following [18, 19].
The allowance for an arbitrary instanton speed may be useful when dealing with a phase
space in the presence of multiple attractors. We speculate that it can be advantageous to control
instanton speed as it navigates through or nearby attractors. This may be also used to improve
the acces to large deviation paths. These questions will be left for future investigations. We also
highlight that the approach outlined here can be applied to general SDEs or SPDEs.
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